).
Roadrunner was built to run calculations to ensure the safety of the US nuclear stockpile, and is due to be delivered next month to the Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico for that purpose. In the meantime, it will also run other calculations, including plasma physics, molecular dynamics and climate change.
Physicist's involvement in historical race row disputed
A historical investigation has posthumously cleared Eligio Perucca, a physics professor at the Polytechnic University of Turin, of alleged anti-semitism towards Primo Levi.
Levi, an Italian chemist, writer and Auschwitz survivor, described in his book The Periodic 
Senate climate debate suffers death by hot air
Democratic leaders in the US Senate walked away empty-handed last week after a highly anticipated debate over climate-change legislation disintegrated into partisan bickering and delaying tactics.
The bill, which would have required a two-thirds cut in greenhouse-gas emissions by 2050, died on 6 June on a procedural vote. Not a single amendment was considered, and no substantive votes were cast.
Opponents said the legislation would further increase energy prices and push US jobs overseas. The lowlight came as Republicans invoked an obscure Senate rule to force staff to read the entire 492-page bill aloud over the course of some nine hours.
Few had expected the legislation to pass, but Democrats and environmentalists had hoped for a substantive debate that would lay the groundwork for next year.
Japanese lab installed on space station Astronauts installed the main piece of Japan's laboratory module, Kibo, aboard the International Space Station last week.
At 11 metres long, Kibo, delivered by the space shuttle Discovery and opened by Japanese astronaut Akihiko Hoshide (pictured), is the largest pressurized research facility in space. Its final section, for work in unpressurized environments, is slated to be flown up next year. Astronauts also tested Kibo's robotic arm, which will be used to manipulate experiments on that final section when installed.
The station's malfunctioning toilet was also fixed during the trip. 
